
Na Pucai by Pat O’Hora. 

 

I came to know about the religion of the Celts in middle age, and the knowledge unlocked 

for me some things that had remained mysterious for me since my early childhood.  The 

Celts believed in an after life.  They also believed that it was easy to cross from this life to 

the after life and that coming back again was not impossible and happened with more 

frequency than the Christians might allow.  Holloween or Walpurgis saw a mass noctural 

return from the afterlife.  The Christians with their talent for incorporation threw two of the 

great feasts to honour the dead into the liturgical calendar to appease Celtic converts 

namely All Saints and all Souls. 

That sense of Celebration about Halloween still remained in the Kilcreevanty of my child 

hood.   It was marked by a series of indoor games and staying up late.  We tried to remove 

sixpence's from the bottom of full basins of water using our teeth.  I t was called "Ducking".  

Apples were swung pendulum like, suspended on a string from the ceiling, and one had to 

try and trap them using only ones teeth.  All this was just a distraction from the Mayhem 

that was occurring out of doors during the hours of darkness.  According to my 

grandmother hordes of Pucai's roamed the material world defecating with gusto on every 

piece of remaining fruit that remained on the trees at that time.  They used apples and 

crab apples, sloes damsons, blackberries and haws as toilets rendering them now literally 

and providentially fit only for the birds. 

Apparently our Celtic ancestors were liberal in their approach to other belief systems and 

could and did amalgamate beliefs from other religions that appealed to them into their 

own. 

Their religion was solidly founded in Nature.  They had their sacred wells and Oak groves 

where they worshipped.    They sacrificed members of their top families in bog pools to 

propitiate the gods; they believed that Salmon were creatures of great knowledge because 

they ate the hazel nuts that grew at the bottom of the Ocean.   "These people have no 

temples " said Julius Caesar dismissively before he went on to slaughter nearly a million of 

them in present day France. 

The Celts had a number of triple Gods and this made the job of evangelising Christians 

easier.  Their God of Spring and regrowth was Brigit, Celtic christians absorbed that into 

their system as St. Bridget: and in Kilcreevanty in the 50's and 60's we still went around 

with the Brideogs, The Celts had a Goddess Astare who presided over the frenetic 

procreative activities of early spring.  She was embodied in the Hare.  The christians 

introduced the feast of Easter but kept the concept of an Easter bunny in order to sanitise 

and connect to the older belief system. 

Worship in and around Holy Wells continued into the last century not always with clerical 

approval.  O Donavan in his letters recalls an argument with the Curate of Kilbannon 

Who was convinced that the round tower was a" Pagan fire Temple" and that the 

devotions around the well in Grehans field had similarly Pagan overtones.  On the last 



Sunday in July the locals gathered to go 7 times around the well while reciting?  I Passed 

by the Well in April and it was dry -perhaps because there is no longer anyone that 

believes in it -but more likely because drainage of the Clare river in the 1850's and in the 

1960's has lowered the water table approximately 12 feet. 

We started out to show how Christianity had subsumed aspects of the Celtic religion and 

that both religions had a propensity for eclecticism.   ( "God between us and all harm "as 

Kitty the Hare used  to say, "but what is he getting at at all".)   To put it simply both 

religions recognized a good act when they saw one and were not above incorporating it 

into the main show. 

There was however a small bit of a problem when both groups came to examine the Spirit 

world.  The Celts had their good spirits and the Christians agreed that they sounded very 

like the Christian Angels, and similarly the bad spirits the Celts believed in corresponded to 

the Christian devils.  Then the Celts came up with their in-between whimsical spirits, 

neither good or evil but capable of either behaviour depending on their mood.  The 

Christians were stumped , theologically their spirits were either good or evil and there was 

no room for in betweens. 

The Celts eventually as we know, became solidily Christian but found it difficult to abandon  

their commitment to the whimsical spirits.  Over 2 millennia they did not abandon their 

belief in the spirit who could be one minute full of devilment and vindictiveness and the 

next benign and helpful, but they were forced to extract them from their religion and site 

them instead in the area of Folklore, and that is how the fairies came into being and they 

lived on in the minds of rural people at least until a generation ago.  These were not the 

effete, bottom of the garden fairies, beloved of Victorians, pubescent female types with 

butterfly wings.   No, by Christ, these Celtic fairies were child stealing, hard partying, mad 

about horses and music.  They were also drink-abusing storytellers, who owned plenty of 

Gold and were given to violent quarrelling and a subterranean nocturnal life style.  When 

the Irish began to colonise the World in the last century they brought with them in the 

shape of the Leprechaun, the last vestige of that Old religion. 

In the Country side around Tuam the vestiges of this forgotten tribe of Celtic Non 

conforming Spirits lingered well into the last Century.  My grandmother saw a small 

“maneen” as she called him emerge from Lin mhor as she returned in the half light of a 

Summer evening from Tuam.  She saw him climb silently onto the back -shaft of her Cart 

only to vanish soundlessly as he had come in the 300 yards or so to her own gate.  I know 

from the way she related this story and defended it against sceptics that this logical and 

truthful woman believed it. 

Billy Rafferty's Grandfather once tried to uproot a bush in Gardenfield that grew in the 

middle of a fairy lios.  He was an old man with a crutch at the time and legend had it that 

there was gold buried under the bush.  As he bent to his task he saw the Fairy hunt 

approaching.  (Yes the fairies hunted and that strong Celtic affinity for things equine was 

part of their genetic make up as well.)  Transfixed, he watched them pass, and when they 

had gone he discovered he could walk without his Crutch so he threw it away and never 

used it again.  His neighbour ? Connolly it is reputed refused to buy into this story and 



subsequently set about the bush with an axe, until to his horror the tree began to ooze 

blood and a strange temporary paralysis seized him.  Patrick Mannion observed a strange 

old woman at the well at the Cuallan, combing her long white hair and realised belatedly 

that she was the Bean sidghe, or a Cailleach.  Frank Collins in the weirs recounted stories 

that he had heard about how Fionnbheara, King of the Connacht Fairies was observed 

taking to the skies over Castlehackett in charge of innumerable hordes of airborne 

Connacht Fairies who blackened the skies like swarms of bees as they went to do Battle 

with the Ulster Fairies.  There was almost no individual or family in that Valley that had not 

a first hand experience of this phenomenon and around us children there were significant 

adults of all ages who could recount their fairy story. Growing up in Kilcreevanty in 1950's 

minor delinquincey would always be enough to take you to the attention of the Pookeys 

who were to the Fairies what modern day Lager louts are to Soccer Supporters.  Staying 

out after dark was also likely to render one prone to their attentions.  When we picked field 

mushrooms we left the Pookeys behind.  (pookey Mushrooms I subsequently discovered 

were Puff Balls and are edible unlike the lethal Death cap which is hugely similar to the 

field mushroom but found uniquely in Oak Woods )  There was a tradition that eating 

Pookey mushrooms could be fatal. 

I did not know then that I was in contact with the pre-christian beliefs of my ancestors or 

that the pookeys and the fairies were the remnants of religion that existed in Ireland and  

large parts of Europe over 2000 years ago. 

Neither did I fully believe that my generation were their last hope, but we failed to give 

them continuity.  Our mythologies came from our ancestors and they were based on their 

envoirnment, their culture, their religion and the animals and plants they lived with.  

Modern society has created new mythologies and beamed them simultaneously to all parts 

of the world.  Bubbling around in our children’s subconscious are more potent and 

malevolent images, Flesh eating Psychiatrists, 

Star ship Travellers, Aliens of all shapes and sizes, Real serial Killers.  The kind of psychic 

trappings that I fear will ultimately prove much more destructive than our innocuous 

through still threatening Pookeys 

Now sometimes, as old age approaches, I fill a glass on Winter nights and I listen to Tony 

McMahon play Port na Bpucai, a tune that originated in the Blasket Islands where an old 

man heard it coming faintly in of the Sea. It is beautiful but ineffably sad.  I listen to it in the 

dark as the old islander did.  It seems appropriate and nobody sees my tears. 


